Tales Of Sasha 7 The Royal
Island
If you ally compulsion such a referred Tales Of Sasha 7 The
Royal Island ebook that will provide you worth, acquire the
totally best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you want to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale,
jokes, and more fictions collections are as a consequence
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections Tales Of
Sasha 7 The Royal Island that we will unconditionally offer. It is
not roughly speaking the costs. Its practically what you
infatuation currently. This Tales Of Sasha 7 The Royal Island , as
one of the most lively sellers here will utterly be in the course of
the best options to review.

Tales of Sasha 3: A New Friend
- Alexa Pearl 2017-06-13
In book three of the Tales of
Sasha series, Sasha makes
friends with one of the flying
horses, but will she forget
about her better-than-best
friend Wyatt? Sasha and her
better-than-best friend Wyatt
have successfully made the
journey beyond the trees that
line their valley to discover
Crystal Cove, a land where
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

other flying horses live! Sasha
is very excited to get to know
these flying horses, and she
makes friends with a spunky
flying horse named Kimani. But
Kimani is unsure of Wyatt since
he doesn't have wings, and
Wyatt is anxious to get home to
Verdant Valley. Can Sasha
figure out a way to make her
friends get along?
Fortune's Fool - Mercedes
Lackey 2021-11-15
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Welcome back to the Five
Hundred Kingdoms, where the
greatest fortune is the one you
make… The seventh daughter
of the Sea King, Ekaterina is
more than a pampered
princess—she's also the family
spy. Which makes her the
perfect emissary to discover
secrets in the neighboring
kingdom…and nothing
interests her more than Sasha,
the seventh son of the king of
Belrus. She suspects he's far
from the fool people think he
is, but before she can find out
what lies beneath his façade,
she runs into trouble…
Kidnapped and trapped in a
Jinn’s castle, Ekaterina knows
her chances of being found are
slim. Now fortune, a fool and a
paper bird are the only things
she can count on to
escape—along with her own
clever mind and intrepid
heart.… Previously Published.
Read the Tale of Five Hundred
Kingdoms Series by Mercedes
Lackey: Book 1: The Fairy
Godmother Book 2: One Good
Knight Book 3: Fortune’s Fool
Book 4: The Snow Queen Book
5: The Sleeping Beauty Book 6:
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

Beauty and the Werewolf
The Long Trail Home - Kiersi
Burkhart 2017
Twelve-year-old Rivka is tired
of everything about being
Jewish, but during a summer at
Quartz Creek Ranch, she is
inspired to explore and
embrace her heritage.
Chancey: Horses of the Maury
River Stables - Gigi Amateau
2010-03-09
On the night that Chancey is
born, a "fire star" gallops
across the sky, a signal that a
great horse has entered the
world. But it will take many
years of slights and hardships
before the orphaned albino will
believe that the prophecy is
truly meant for him. On the
night that Chancey is born, a
"fire star" gallops across the
sky, a signal that a great horse
has entered the world. But it
will take many years of slights
and hardships before the
orphaned albino will believe
that the prophecy is truly
meant for him. First he must
find a home at the Maury River
Stables and a girl named Claire
who needs him as much as he
needs her. Then, when his
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aching joints and impending
blindness bring an end to their
training together, he must start
a new chapter as a therapeutic
horse, healing people with
wounds both visible and
unseen. In the manner of a
latter-day Black Beauty,
Chancey’s observant voice
narrates this absorbing story,
filled with fascinating details of
life at the stable and keen
insight into equine instinct,
human emotion, and the
ineffable bond that connects
them both.
The Madman's Daughter Megan Shepherd 2013-12-23
For fans of Libba Bray, this
first book in a gothic suspense
trilogy is inspired by H. G.
Wells's The Island of Dr.
Moreau and has been hailed by
New York Times bestseller
Carrie Ryan as having
"beautiful writing, breakneck
pacing, a pulse-pounding
mystery, and an irresistible
romance." Following
accusations that her scientist
father gruesomely
experimented on animals,
sixteen-year-old Juliet watched
as her family and her genteel
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

life in London crumbled around
her—and only recently has she
managed to piece her world
back together. But when Juliet
learns her father is still alive
and working on a remote
tropical island, she is
determined to find out if the
old accusations are true.
Accompanied by her father's
handsome young assistant,
Montgomery, and an enigmatic
castaway, Edward, Juliet
travels to the island, only to
discover the depths of her
father's insanity. Torn between
horror and scientific curiosity,
Juliet knows she must end her
father's dangerous experiments
and escape her jungle prison
before it's too late. Yet as the
island falls into chaos, she
discovers the extent of her
father's genius—and
madness—in her own blood.
Tales of Sasha 5: The Plant
Pixies - Alexa Pearl 2020-01-01
In book 5 of the Tales of Sasha
series, the Plant Pixies are
after the flying horses'
feathers. Can Sasha find a way
to stop them? Sasha has
officially become a princess,
but she doesn't have time to
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celebrate! The plant pixies are
stealing feathers from the
flying horses, and if they lose
too many feathers, all of their
magic will disappear. Will
Sasha be able to find a way to
stop the plant pixies and
protect her fellow flying
horses?
Sky Island Annotated - L
Frank Baum 2020-09-20
Sky Island: Being the Further
Adventures of Trot and Cap'n
Bill after Their Visit to the Sea
Fairies is a children's fantasy
novel written by L. Frank
Baum. A captivating tale by the
master of make-believe
recounts the further
adventures of a little girl
named Trot; Cap'n Bill; and
their new friend, Button-Bright.
Transported by a magic
umbrella to an island in the
sky, they meet six snub-nosed
princesses, discover the King's
treasure chamber, and meet
Tourmaline the poverty Queen.
The Moon Dragon (The Secrets
of Droon #26) - Tony Abbott
2016-02-23
A hidden door. A magical
staircase. Discover the world of
Droon! There's no place like
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

home! Eric and his friends have
finally restored the Rainbow
Stairs, but that was the easy
part. Now Gethwing is loose in
the Upper World, and the
Moon Dragon is causing big
trouble. Eric, Julie, and Neal
have to protect their town, but
they're up against mysterious
creatures, strangely-behaving
parents, and powerful magic.
Can the kids stop Gethwing
before he destroys the Upper
World -- for good?
A New Friend - Alexa Pearl
2017
"Sasha makes friends with one
of the flying horses, but will
she forget about her betterthan-best friend Wyatt?"-Tales of Sasha 11: The Best
Birthday Party Ever - Alexa
Pearl 2022-01-04
In book 11 of the Tales of
Sasha series, Verdant Valley
prepares for an approaching
snowstorm. Can Sasha help all
the creatures find a safe
haven? Sasha and her friends
are preparing for the winter
solstice celebration. But word
arrives from the King and
Queen that a snowstorm is on
the way. Will it ruin the
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festivities?
Fire Truck to the Rescue! Alan Copeland 2018-01-02
Grab hold of this book that lets
you steer a fire truck to the
rescue! Can you see the fire in
the distance? Hmm . . . we're
going a bit too slow. Steer us
into the right lane so we can
get there faster! Put on your
seatbelt and your helmet-it's
time to drive a fire truck! Kids
will love using the die-cut
handles in this novelty board
book to control the fire truck
and steer through the country
and city around animals, cars,
and traffic to put out the fire!
A Tale of Fairyland (the
Princess Nobody) - Richard
Doyle 2013-10-29
DIVCaptivating tale of a
diminutive princess and the
comical prince who saves the
day and marries the royal
beauty. A much-loved classic
for fairy-tale lovers of all ages.
/div
Bella at the Ball - Julie Sykes
2012
Princess Katie lives in a
beautiful palace, with a lake
and a maze in the garden. She
as a four poster bed to sleep in
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

and a maid to look after her.
She loves her pony Misty and is
mad about animals in general.
So when she finds six little
kittens abandoned in the
woods, she just has to take
them all home!
Tales of Sasha 8: Showtime!
- Alexa Pearl 2018-06-19
In book eight of the Tales of
Sasha series, Sasha throws a
party for the horses of Verdant
Valley and Crystal Cove! The
King and Queen have put
Sasha in charge of planning a
Summer Solstice celebration
for the horses of Verdant Valley
and Crystal Cove! Sasha has
never planned a big party
before, and there are so many
details! Will she find a way to
pull this party off?
Tales of Sasha 9: The
Disappearing History - Alexa
Pearl 2022-01-04
In book nine of the Tales of
Sasha series, Sasha has to
figure out what to do when the
recorded history of the flying
horses disappears! The History
Day celebration is coming up in
Crystal Cove, and Sasha has to
pick her favorite story to read
aloud. But when she unrolls the
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magical fabrics with the flying
horse history on them, she
discovers that all the words
have disappeared! Can Sasha
figure out what happened and
find a way to return the stories
to the fabrics in time for the
celebration?
When Apples Grew Noses
and White Horses Flew - Jan
Andrews 2011-12-08
A USBBY Outstanding
International Books Honor
Book and a nominee for the
2012 Silver Birch Express
Award in the Ontario Library
Association's Forest of Reading
Program and the Canadian
Library Association Book of the
Year for Children Award In
these three imaginative stories,
Jan Andrews introduces us to
Quebec's traditional folktale
hero, Ti-Jean. He's an
endearing character who is
both wise and foolish, and
though he does find himself in
hard situations (often of his
own making), in the end, he
somehow manages to do what
needs to be done. In "Ti-Jean
and the Princess of Tomboso"
he outwits a greedy princess;
in "Ti-Jean the Marble Player"
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

he gets the best of a pint-sized
scoundrel; and in "How Ti-Jean
Became a Fiddler" he turns the
tables on a too-clever-for-herown-good seigneur's daughter,
and finds true love in the
process.
Tales of Sasha 1: The Big
Secret - Alexa Pearl 2017-06-13
In the first book of the Tales of
Sasha series, a young horse
named Sasha discovers a big
secret about what makes her
different from her friends and
family. Sasha has always felt a
little bit different from the
other horses in her home of
Verdant Valley. She loves
running and jumping and the
feeling of being in the air, and
she longs to explore the forest
beyond her valley. One day
during class, the white patch
on Sasha's back gives her an
itching feeling that makes her
want to soar, and she leaps
over a big rock. When she
lands, she realizes that her
patch is sparkling! But what
does it mean? Find out in the
first book of this magical new
series!
Soul Riders - Helena Dahlgren
2020-09-08
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Step into the second
installment of the massively
popular online Massively
Multiplayer Online RolePlaying Game (MMORPG) Star
Stable, and follow four friends
who discover their magic
powers and learn that every
girl can be a hero in this
fantasy trilogy. The Soul Riders
series tells the heroic tale of
four young girls who have been
chosen by destiny to save the
world from the ancient demon:
Garnok and his band of
dangerous Dark Riders. Having
split up on their own individual
missions at the end of book 1,
the Soul Riders are now in
increasing danger. In a
desperate act, Anne manages
to save her friends by using her
newfound magical abilities.
Together again, the Soul
Riders feel their powers
intensify as they work in unison
for the first time. The legend
awakens as they start their
training with the druids and
learn who they are and what it
means to be a Soul Rider. To
truly master their powers they
must obtain a book that is kept
by the witch Pi who was once
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

an ally to the druids, but now
has turned on them. When they
return to the druids, they learn
that a magical rift has been
opened up threatening to
destroy Winter Valley and the
thousands who live there.
Linda has visions of the dark
and terrible fate that awaits if
the Dark Riders succeed. But
worst of all, they realize that
they are the ones who caused
the rift and have no choice but
to ride out together to try and
neutralize the threat . . . The
Legend Awakens is the second
installment in the epic, fantasy
trilogy, Soul Riders, about
magic, friendship, and horses
bound to thrill all young
equestrian fans.
Tales of Sasha 4: Princess
Lessons - Alexa Pearl
2020-01-01
In book four in the Tales of
Sasha series, Sasha has to pass
the Princess Test. . . . But is
she princess material? Sasha
has just discovered that she is
a princess of the flying horses!
But before she can attend to
any princess duties, she has to
pass a Princess Test. In order
to pass, she'll have to learn
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how to act regal, and she'll
have to learn all about the
history of the flying horses. But
Sasha struggles with these
things, and she isn't sure what
to do. Will she find a way to
pass the Princess Test?
The White Horse Talisman Andrea Spalding 2002-02-01
In The White Horse Talisman,
Chantel, Adam, Holly and
Owen must help Equus, the
great white horse, find his
mate and foal and regain his
magical talisman. But as the
horse rises, so does the dragon.
The age-old battle between
good and evil threatens the
bond between Chantel and
Adam and endangers the quest.
This is fantasy as its best, a
story that raises hairs on the
back of the neck and sends
satisfying chills up and down
the spine, a story that, while
clearly drawn from the rich
world of make believe, feels
truer than true.
Slamdown Town (Slamdown
Town Book 1) - Maxwell
Nicoll 2021-01-19
A boy's wish to be a star
wrestler is granted in this
wacky middle-grade fantasy
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

Ollie and his older brother,
Hollis, have wrestling in their
blood: Their mom was a pro
whose dreams of stardom were
dashed by a devious opponent.
Now she's an overworked,
underpaid ref at Slamdown
Town, the local arena. Ollie's
goal in life is to win the golden
championship belt for his mom-immediately followed by his
other goal: to hang his bully of
a brother from the roof by his
tightie-whities. But there's one
problem: Ollie inherited their
estranged dad's puny frame,
while Hollis got their mom's
brawn. Thus Ollie has resigned
himself to a fate of wrestling
mediocrity and wet willies . . .
until the day Hollis gifts him a
piece of stale gum and forces
him to chew it. Ollie soon
discovers that the gum--bought
on eBay and formerly chewed
by a wrestling legend-- has an
unusual side effect: the ability
to physically transform Ollie
into a pro wrestler. As Big
Chew, Ollie's finally able to put
Hollis in his place and be a
star. But when trouble befalls
his family, being Big Chew gets
a lot more complicated. In the
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end, Ollie knows he can't have
it all; and it's only when he
asks himself who he really is
that he learns what it means to
be a champion.
Bay of Sighs - Nora Roberts
2016-06-14
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The second novel
in the Guardians Trilogy from
the bestselling author of Stars
of Fortune. Mermaid Annika is
from the sea, and it is there she
must return after her quest to
find the stars. New to this
world, her purity and beauty
are nothing less than
breathtaking, along with her
graceful athleticism, as her five
new friends discovered when
they retrieved the fire star.
Now, through space and time,
traveler Sawyer King has
brought the guardians to the
island of Capri, where the
water star is hidden. And as he
watches Annika in her element,
he finds himself drawn to her
joyful spirit. But Sawyer knows
that if he allows her into his
heart, no compass could ever
guide him back to solid
ground... And in the darkness,
their enemy broods. She lost
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

one star to the guardians, but
there is still time for blood to
be spilled—the mermaid’s in
the water and the traveler’s on
the land. For she has forged a
dangerous new weapon.
Something deadly and
unpredictable. Something
human. Don't miss the other
books in the Guardians Trilogy
Stars of Fortune Island of Glass
Tales of Sasha 7: The Royal
Island - Alexa Pearl
2018-01-16
In book seven of the Tales of
Sasha series, Sasha, Wyatt, and
Kimani travel to the royal
island of flying horses! Sasha,
Kimani, and Wyatt are flying to
the island of royal flying horses
where the King and Queen are
waiting to meet Sasha! The
journey is going well until a
powerful storm forces them to
take shelter on a small island
until the next morning. But the
King and Queen have to leave
the royal island in a few hours,
and the trio is off course and
without their map! Will Sasha
find a way to get to the island
before the King and Queen
leave?
Tales of Sasha 7: The Royal
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Island - Alexa Pearl
2022-01-04
A Simon & Schuster eBook.
Simon & Schuster has a great
book for every reader.
Stardust Stables: Free Spirit Sable Hamilton 2015-03-01
Kellie and her horse Dylan are
up in the mountains of
Colorado filming a low-budget
movie about a group of
pioneers in the 1800s. The
location is so remote that the
cast and crew are camping out
in tents, and Kellie's enjoying
being part of the team. But
when disaster suddenly strikes,
there's only one person who
can save the day. In this
exciting ebook, does Kellie
have what it takes to step into
the spotlight?
This Place - Kateri AkiwenzieDamm 2019-05-31
Explore the past 150 years
through the eyes of Indigenous
creators in this groundbreaking
graphic novel anthology.
Beautifully illustrated, these
stories are an emotional and
enlightening journey through
Indigenous wonderworks,
psychic battles, and time
travel. See how Indigenous
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

peoples have survived a postapocalyptic world since
Contact. This is one of the 200
exceptional projects funded
through the Canada Council for
the Arts’ New Chapter
initiative. With this $35M
initiative, the Council supports
the creation and sharing of the
arts in communities across
Canada.
The Setup - Dan Bilzerian
2021-08-15
Rodeo Challenge - Jake
Maddox 2018-08
When sent to Uncle Hank's
ranch for the summer, Wade
begins to dream of rodeo glory.
Although Wade is athletic, he's
got a knack for falling off of
horses rather than staying on
them. Can Wade find a way to
buck the system?
Flutterby - Stephen Cosgrove
2013-10
A tiny winged horse named
Flutterby flies about the Island
of Serendipity trying to
discover who she is and why.
She thinks she might be an ant
and merrily joins them in their
chores. She picked up a large
crumb of bread in her mouth
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and got in line with the other
ants. Sadly, she got stuck in
the entrance of the ant nest.
She definitely was not an ant.
She tried to be a bee and
fluttered about sipping the
nectar from the flowers in the
garden. Her mouth full, she
flew back to the beehive.
Unfortunately, with a simple
gulp she swallowed all of the
nectar, and then accidentally
leaped into the center of the
honeycomb. She definitely was
not a bee. She did a bit of this
and a bit of that, but nowhere
could she find where she
belonged. Through a series of
magical misadventures, she
discovered that she is most
special just being who she is.
The Garden Behind the Moon 1895
In the fishing village where he
lives, David sits alone by the
shore at night, watching the
path of light that stretches
across the sea until it almost
touches the moon. Wondering,
where does it go? Then one day
he hears a voice of the MoonAngel. Why not try the moonpath tonight? As David will
discover, the path leads to a
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

magical world behind the
moon.
The Airplane Effect - Marc
Gaskins 2017-12
Beauty and the Beast: Belle
and the Castle Puppy Disney Books 2015-05-26
Read along with Disney! Belle
has a new puppy, and the
enchanted objects couldn't be
happier . . . except for poor
Ottoman, that is. Ottoman still
remembers being a real dog,
and he's jealous of the
attention the puppy is getting.
But when he runs away into the
woods at night, will Belle and
her puppy be able to save him
before it's too late? Follow
along with word for word
narration to find out!
Gold Medal Glitch - Lisa
Mullarkey 2014-08-01
Avery, Bree, Esha, and Jaelyn the Core Four are ready for a
perfect summer at Storm Cliff
Stables! Avery is especially
anxious for this summer's
adventures to start, because
Olympic gold medalist Anna
Wainwright is coming to camp.
Riding lessons from a pro!
Autographed boots! But when
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the girls arrive, Anna is
nowhere to be found. Everyone
says not to worry, but Avery is
convinced something has
happened to her equestrian
hero. Will #1 fan Avery be able
to find Anna? And what
happens if she does? Aligned to
Common Core standards and
correlated to state standards.
Calico is an imprint of Magic
Wagon, a division of ABDO.
Territory Beyond Terra Kimberley Peters 2018-03-08
Provides a focus on the planet’s
elements, environments, and
edges, to extend our
understanding of territory to
the dynamic, contentious
spaces of contemporary
politics.
Tales of Sasha 10: A Mystery
Message - Alexa Pearl
2018-12-11
In book ten of the Tales of
Sasha series, Sasha must solve
a riddle to discover the
contents of a special message!
When flying horses from the
Royal Guard arrive in Crystal
Cove to deliver a message for
Sasha, she can't imagine what
it could be! But in order to
open it, Sasha must first solve
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

a riddle, which requires her to
find the petals of rare and
different colored flowers. Will
Sasha be able to solve the
puzzle to reveal what the
mystery message is all about?
Artemis & the Awesome
Animals - Joan Holub
2020-06-16
Join little Artemis for a sweet,
Wizard of Oz–inspired
adventure in this fourth Little
Goddess Girls story—part of
the Aladdin QUIX line! All
Artemis wants is the gift of
courage. There are a lot of
scary things out there! With
the help of her new
friends—Athena, Persephone,
and Aphrodite—Artemis hopes
she can ask the super-duperpowerful Zeus to help her be a
little less afraid. But the mean
green girl, Medusa, has other
plans. Can Artemis dig deep,
be brave, and help her friends
find their way to Sparkle City?
With the help of some animals
who aren’t what they seem,
Artemis just might end up
being an unexpected hero!
Rocket Ship Adventure! Stanley Strickland 2018-01-02
Grab hold of this book that lets
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you steer a rocket ship on an
adventure! We have liftoff!
Grab the steering wheel to hold
the rocket steady as we leave
Earth! Strap into your seat and
put on your helmet-it's time to
blast off into space! Kids will
love using the die-cut handles
in this novelty board book to
control the rocket ship and
steer around things like
asteroids and black holes while
exploring space!
Soul Riders (Book 1) - Helena
Dahlgren 2020-03-24
Step into the universe of the
massively popular adventure
game Star Stable, and follow
four friends who discover their
magic powers and learn that
every girl can be a hero in this
fantasy trilogy. Soul Riders
tells the heroic tale of four
young girls who have been
chosen by destiny to save the
world from the ancient demon:
Garnok and his band of
dangerous Dark Riders. Lisa is
a teenage girl who is still
coming to terms with the tragic
loss of her mother in a riding
accident and has sworn never
to go near a horse again until
she met Starshine, a
tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

mysterious blue-maned steed
who comes to her in dreams.
New on the island of Jorvik,
Lisa befriends Alex, Linda, and
Anne. Under the guidance of
mystical druids, they discover
they each have a special bond
to their horses that gives them
magical powers. While trying
to balance school, family, and
friendships they have to figure
out what it means to be a Soul
Rider. They are attacked by the
Dark Riders and the mysterious
Mr. Sands discover that their
horses are in danger. Instead
of relying on their combined
strength, they decide to split
up on their quest to find
answers and learn to fight back
against their enemies.
However, will it be too late
before they realize their
mistake? Jorvik Calling is the
first installment in the epic,
fantasy trilogy, Soul Riders,
about magic, friendship, and
horses bound to thrill all young
equestrian fans.
To Protect a Princess - Jess
Michaels 2021-07-20
A royal new series from 10Time USA Today Bestselling
Author Jess Michaels. All of
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Society is atwitter about the
arrival of the Royal Family of
Athawick, a small island
country with important ties on
a tour to celebrate the
coronation of a new king. Or at
least…that is the reason on the
surface for their Season in
London. Princess Ilaria knows
the real truth: her family
wishes to marry her off to a
man of title and influence, in
order to strengthen their own
“special relationship” with the
British Empire. The problem is
that only one man has caught
her eye and he does not fit any
of the criteria required in a
husband by her family. Captain
Jonah Crawford was part of the
Royal Honor Guard that
accompanied the Prince Regent
on a visit to Athawick two years
ago and it was there he first
laid eyes on the princess. Since
then, much has changed in his
life, including a resignation
from the position he loved and
the undertaking of
responsibilities he never asked
for. But seeing Ilaria sparks

tales-of-sasha-7-the-royal-island

hungers that he cannot deny.
As they continue to encounter
each other, sometimes even in
shocking places like infamous
hells, their desire grows, but so
is the danger lurking around
every corner. And when Ilaria
requires a bodyguard, Jonah
volunteers. Will burning
passion turn to love? And will
love be enough to save them
when the worst comes to pass?
Heat Level: Princesses and
Bodyguards and Steamy
Clubs…OH MY! CW: Assault
This is the first book in the
Regency Royals series.
Tales of Sasha 6: Wings for
Wyatt - Alexa Pearl 2022-01-25
In book 6 of the Tales of Sasha
series, Sasha and Wyatt try to
find a way to get Wyatt to the
Island of Flying Horses.
Sasha's better-than-best friend
Wyatt wants to come along
once he finds out about her trip
to visit the island where royal
flying horses live. But the
island is far away and Wyatt
can't fly. Can Sasha come up
with a way to take Wyatt with
her?
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